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Abstract 
This paper obtains the generating function and bounds on the 
first moment of the waiting time for a token ring system with 
nodal dependent overheads and exhatutille service. Extensions 
to gated service, although not given, are almost immediate. 
The particular form of nodal dependent overhead studied can 
be interpreted as an additional time required to seize the token 
when the node has a message to send , compared to the time 
required when just passing it on. Eisenberg's [l J result on 
the dependence of the waiting time on the intervisit time is 
extended, and the new relation between the intervisit time 
and the terminal !ermce time of Ferguson and Aminehah [2J is 
established. The resulting generating function depends upon 
the probability of no·meuage when the token arrives at a node. 
This in turn requires the solution of the complete generating 
function , a formidable task , to determine even the moments. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper determines the generating function, bounds, and 
approximations to the waiting time for an exhaustive service to

ken ring t with arbitrary nodal dependent overheads, arrival rates 
and message service distributions. This is the first paper to in
clude nodal dependent overheads. An example of nodal dependent 
overhead, and the one that will be assumed for illustration pur
poses in this paper, is that difference in overhead caused by token 
passing, when a node has a message and when it does not . This 
overhead , to be designated as token-acquisition overhead , includes 
the length of the token and any other necessary ancilliary process
ing. A recent paper by Ferguson and Aminetzah 12] established a 
procedure for computing exact results for the mean waiting time 
in a token ring with arbitrary internodal delays , arrival rates, and 
service times. The major ' feature of the approach in that paper 
was the need , when there were N nodes , for only N 2 rather than 
the N 3 equations required in previous work (see for example 11,4, 
5j among others). 

The analysis of an exhaustive service token ring in Ferguson 
and Aminetzah 12] is extended in Section 2 to include nodal depen
dent overhead. As in previous analyses, for example 12, 1, 4], the 
waiting time distribution is seen to be determined by the intervisit 
time , which in turn can be obtained by the joint distribution of the 
terminal service time first used by Aminetzah [2, 6]. The key dif
ference, and difficulty, is that generating function for the terminal 
service time has a boundary condition involving the probability of 
no-mes,age at- the node when the token arrives . 

Eisenberg [1] was the first to relate the waiting time distribu
tion to the intervisit time . His expression is extended in Section 2 
to include the effects of the token-acquisition overhead . The re
sult, Eq. (27), is perhaps not too surprising but the implications 
are . The equivalent mean waiting time expression is shown as in 
Eq. (28) . The methodology is similar to that used in [2, 61. 

The waiting time of the token ring system is upper bounded 
by either appending a token-acquisition overhead to every trans-

t A good taxonomy of ring systems is found in Penney [3J. 

mlsslOn of a specific node or by appending it to the overhead 
of passing a token to the next node independent of whether the 
node has a message to send. For N nodes, there evidently exists 
2N systems each of which is an upper bound to the specific one 
in question . Since none of these systems have nodal dependent 
overheads, each is amenable to the exact analysis in Ferguson and 
Aminetzah 12]. The choice of system to use for the bound is made, 
not by solving the exact system, but rather by finding the system 
that "minimizes" the simple waiting time conservation equation 
found in 12 ] (see Eqs. (29) and (30) below). This discussion is 
found in Section 3. 

A lower bound on the mean waiting time, given a knowledge 
of the actual no-me88age probabilities, is obtained in Section 4. 
The system used to obtain this bound randomly adds the token
acqui8ition overhead to the internodal delay according to the ac
tual no-meuage probabilities. Since the no-meuage probabilities 
must be estimated these results actually lead to the various ap
proximations discussed in Section 5. Section 6 discusses numerical 
results , with simulations, for symmetric traffic and a system where 
there is one dominant node with 90% of the traffic. 

There are no other approximations or bounds in the literature 
applicable to rings with nodal dependent overheads. In fact those 
approximations that do exist for the "simple" case of no overhead, 
for example Bux 17], are quite inaccurate for asymmetric nodal 
traffics (see 12] for a discussion). 

2. Basic Analytic Considerations 

The queuing system under consideration is shown in Figure 
1. There are N terminals or nodes . The queue capacity at each 
node is infinite . The arrival process at each node is independent 
and Poisson with arrival rate Ai. The length of the messages and 
hence the service time has density p.; (.) and generating function 
S.(x) . All message service times are independent. The service 
time is made. up of a fixed size header of length h, and a message 
of some arbitrary density that may be nodal dependent. 

The fixed overhead for passing the token from the ith to 
(i + l)·t node is independent of any of the queue parameters, in
cluding whether there is any message at all in the queue, and is 
designated by d, . The corresponding density is Pd; (.) and gen
erating function is D.(x) . IT there is a message at the node, an 
additional token-acquisition overhead is incurred. This will have 
the density Pa. (.) and generating function Ad x) . IT there are any 
new message arrivals during this token-acqui,ition, they are sim
ply added to the queue. The token is passed on when there are 
no messages left in the queue (exhau,tive service). The terminal 
service time is the sum of the internodal delay from the previous 
nod e, the token-acquisition overhead if there are waiting messages, 
plus the time of nk busy periods if there were nk messages after 
the token seizure. The terminal service time, for probabilistic pur
poses , may be viewed as the sum of nk 2: 1 busy periods where 
nk is number of messages at token arrival plus a token-acquisition 
induced busy period . The queue is known to be empty when the 
token departs . 
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ThE' method of att.ack , as in 12, 6]' is to first derive the joint 
generating function for the terminal service time during the kth 

visit to a node , and to relate this to the intervisit time. The inter
visit time . including the complications due to the token-acquisition 
overhead, is then relatE'd to the waiting time. 

The int,ervisit time, VI. at the kth visit to some node in terms 
of the terminal 6ervice time is 

N - 1 

VI. = L 010 -, + dk - 1 (1). 
,=1 

The intervisit times are determined by the last N - 1 terminal 
service times. The terminal service time N-vector is defined as 

{Jk = I(h, OH1 , . . . , 0H(N-1)]' 

Note that {Jk and {Jk+1 have (N - 1) values in common. The 
probability density is defined as Pt7k (.) and the generating function 
is defined as 

G () ~ E( - L:~_-l %;6k+;) 
t7k X - e .-" 

1
00 100 "N - l = . . . e - ~i :;;. O xi9k+i 

o 0 
N - 1 

X P t7k (Ok, . . . , 0H(N - 1») IT dOH, 
,=0 

Fig. 1 The Basic Queuing Model 

2.1 Generating Function and Moments for joint 
terminal service time 

(2) 

To derive a recursion for Gt7k (x) first note that if the server 
arrives to see nk messages in the queue, the busy period is the sum 
of nk simple busy periods of an M / G / 1 queue with arrival rate 
'xl. and service density POk (.) plus the busy period, for the same 
type of queue, induced by arrivals during the token-acquisition 
overhead. 

Let the simple busy period density be defined as Ph (.) and the 
corresponding generating function as Bk (.) , then it is well known 
(see, for example 18]) that 

(3) 

In the sequel the products 'xkbk and 'xkb2k frequently arise. The 
traffic intensity Plo and the normalized second moment of the ser

vice time , I~ are defined as 

(4) 

Using these definitions, and the well known results for the busy 
period of an M/ G/ I queue, 

2" _ Pk/~ 
'xk b 10 - -( --)3 ' 

1- Plo 

Generating Function and Moments for the 
token-acquisition-induced busy period 

(5) 

The token-acquisition-induced bus" period will be designated 
with a subscript ab. Thus aabllk is the length of the token-acquisition 
induced busy period, Aabll k (.) is its generating function and Pabl lk (.) 
is its density. Thus Aabllk ( .) is derived by using standard queueing 
arguments.-

(6) 

The moments of the token-acquillition-induced bus!! period are found 
by differentiating Eq. (6) by x and setting to x = O. The result, 
noting Eq. (4) and (5), for the first moment is 

(7) 

and for the second moment is 

(8) 

Generating Function for the terminal urvice time 

Thus the generating function of the total time spent in ser
vice, given that the server met nk messages on arrival is just 
B;k (x)Aabllk (x) . The generating function of the terminal service 
time, Ok, given nk is just B;k (X)Aablldx)Dk - dx) . To find the 
unconditional generating function it is noted that nI., given the 
time the server has been away, i .e. the intervisit time VI. , is Pois
son with parameter 'xkVk where VI. is given in Eq. (1) . Averaging 
with respect to the 010 - , in VI. gives the result . 

IT p-(n)(t) is defined as the n fold convolution 'of P(·) eval
uated at t , the fundamental probability equation is easily seen to 
be 

Pt7H1 ({Jk+d = 100 
P~k(fh)dOk 16HN 

PdHN - 1 (t)dt 

X (1+ n.~=. (p:.I;; .. ) • p ""IIHN ) (9, - t)) 

X "HN! (A'+N (t + ~ 6,+,) r'" 
(9) 

Multiplying the left hand side of Eq. (9) by exp (- :L:~1 X,OH') 

and integrating gives G~Hl (x) . Multiplying by the same thing on 
the right-hand side ofEq. (9) leaves a sum over nk+N, and integra
tions over Ok,".' Ok+N and t. To complete the recursion, integrate 
over ()k+N, sum over nk+N, integrate over t, and then finally inte
grate over ()k, ... ,0k+N -1, The result, noting the definition again 
in Eq. (2) is 

G~k+l (Xl, ... , XN) = AabIIHN(XN )DHN - 1(XN + !lioN) 

X G~&(O, Xl + !lioN,···, xN-1 + YkN) 

+ (1- Aabl lHN (XN)) Dk+N - dxN + ,xl.) 

x G~k(0,X1 + 'xk"" , XN - 1 + ,xl.) 
(10) 

• Detail. of these standard queuing arguments may be found in any good 

introductory queuing text such as Kleinrock [81 or in the ring context in 

Aminetr.ah 16]. 
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'" ht'rt' YkN is defint'd as 

(11) 

~ote that the second summand has the unfortunate property of 
not being a known value when x is set to O. This means that 
the equations for the moments depend upon the detailed form of 
G". (.) . From the definition of the intervisit time (see Eq. (1)) and 
the definition of G"k (.), it is evident that the generating function 
of the intervisit time, VHN(X), is 

(12) 

Thus G"k (0, >'k,"" >'k)DHN - d>'k) in Eq. (10) is the generating 
function of Vk+N evaluated a t >'k. Since the arrival process at the 
node of visit k is Poisson with rate >'k , e - Ak"k is the probability 
of no arrivals in Vk and the expectation of this is Vd>'k), which is 
thus the marginal probability of there being no customers at the 
node when the token arrives . 

Moments of terminal service time and intervisit time 

The first moments of the intervisit time and terminal service 
t ime , assuming Vk(>'k) is known , can be obtained by differentiating 
Eq . (10) with respect to XN and setting x = O. Notin~ that aa.bllk 

is the mean of token-acquisition-induced busy period, 6k + N can be 
written as 

Inserting Eq . (7) for aa.bll k gives 

Inserting a Bk +N in the right-hand sum gives 

N 

BHN = (dk- 1 + ak (1 - Vd>'k))) + Pk LBHi 
.= 1 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

If <Pj is defined as the terminal service time an node j (rather 
than with respect to the visit k) , then it is evident that the sum 
in Eq . (15) is independent of j and is just t he mean cycle time, C. 

Thus 
~j = aj (1 - Vj(>'j)) + dj - 1 + Pjc. (16) 

Summing over j and solving for c gives 

(17) 

where p, the total traffic intensity, is defined as P ~ L~=1 P; and 

d ~ L~= l dj . The intervisit time is defined by Eq. (1) and easily 
found using Eqs. (16) and (17) as 

The form of the cycle mean in Eq . (17) shows that the token
acquisition overhead serves to increase the effective ring delay. 

Further discussion of the relation to random adding of token
acquisition overhead is found in Section 4 . An explicit knowledge 
of Vd At} is required to compute these means. 

The computation of the second moments is conceptually sim
ilar to that of the first moments. Differentiating Eq. (10) twice , 
once with respect to XN and a second time with respect to x; gives 
an equation in (}k +N6k+ j . Like the equations for the first moments 
these equations depend upon more than just the moments them
selves . In fact in order to solve them it is necessary to compute 

(lk ~ ,e - )..." . ~ " . . This is clearly even mort' difficult than the estimat

ing of Vk(>'k) = e - )..k"HN required for the first moments. These 
equations, although messy, serve as the basis of the computations. 
They were obtained by hand and confirmed using MACSYMA [9]. 
The results are displayed below. 

( )

2N - IN-l 

+ 1 ~k L L 6Hi6H1 
Pk . = 1 l = 1 

(1980) 
and 

These equations are exact for any form of nodal dependent over
head that depends on whether there is message to be served. It can 
be specialized to the case considered in this paper by substituting 
in the forms for aa.bl IHN and ~a.bIIHN in Eqs. (7) and (8) respec
tively. After substituting and some intent~onal rearrangement, the 
result is 

( )

2N - IN-l 

+ 1 ~k L L 6Hi6kH 
Pk 0= 1 l=1 

(2080) 
and 

(20b) 

These equations have been written in this way to show the similar
ity to the form that would result if the token-acquisition overhead 
were added randomly to the node according to the probability 
(1 - Vk+N(>'k))' The boxed terms in Eq. (20) are due to the ac
tual nonrandom addition of the token-acquisition overhead. These 
equations will be discussed further in Section 4. 
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2.2 The Generating Function and Moments for the 
~aiting Time 

The relation between the waiting time and the intervisit time 
was first derived by Eisenberg [1] for the case of no nodal overhead. 
The expression derived here is an extension and follows the same 
methodology as that found in Aminetzah [6]. The basic idea is 
to identify a test message as having exactly l messages served 
after it . This allows expressions for the generating function of this 
number to be related to both the waiting time and independently 
to the total number served in a terminal service time. The pair 
of expressions allow for a solution of the waiting time generating 
function. 

First note that the generating function, Hk(X), of the number 
of messages served in a simple busy time of an M / G / 1 queue is 
given by the solution of 

(21) 

Since the arrival process at visit k is Poisson with rate >'k , each 
message arrival in the int.ervisit time Vk leads to a simple busy 
period . In addition, when there is at least one arrival, there is a 
token-acquisition-induced busy period. Thus the generating func
tion of the total number served in the terminal 8ervice time at visit 
k , Nk(x) is 

Nk(x) = Vk(>'k(l - Hk(x)))Ak(>'k(l - Hk(X))) 

+ Vk(>'k) ((1 - Ak(>'dl - Hk(X)))) 
(22) 

This form is not what would be expected for a randomly added 
token-acquisition overhead. The average number served in a ter
minal service time will be required later. This is obtained by 
differentiating Nk(x) and setting to zero. The result, nk is 

(23) 

The first relation for the number served after the test mes
sage is found by noting that all the arrivals during the test message 
waiting and service time will generate simple busy periods. Let
ting Lk(X) be defined as the generating function of the number of 
messages served after the test message and Wdx) as the generat
ing function of the waiting time , then using similar arguments as 
above gives 

(24) 

The second expression for Ldx) is determined by noting that for 
every terminal service time there can be only one message that 
has exactly f. messages served after it, and that this c&on occur 
only if there are at least. f. + I messages served. In any set of M 
terminal service times , the total number of these that have at least 
f. + I messages is about M Pn iidnk ;:::: f. + 1) . The average number 
served is Mnk. The test message is anyone of these with equal 
probability. Thus, using the weak law of large numbers, 

. MPn ll k(nk 2: l + l) Pn11 k (nk ;:::: l + l) ( ) 
PL llk(l) = hm M = 25 

M-oo ~ ~ 

Using this and Eq . (23) for nk , gives t.he second expression for the 
generating function Lk (x) as 

Lk(X) = 1 - Pk Nk(x) - 1 () 
>'k (Vk + (1 - Vk(>'k))ak) e-% - 1 26 

Solving Eqs. (24) and (26) for Wdx) and simplifying using Eq. (21) 
to reduce (e-% - 1) gives 

Wk(x) = 1 - Pk 
(Vk + (1 - Vd>'k))ak) 

X 1 - ((Vk(x)Ak(X) + Vk(Ak)(1 - Ak(X))) 0 :::; x:::; >'k . 
(x - >'k(1 - Sk(X))) 

(27) 
If Ak(X) = 1, corresponding to a zero time token-acquisition over
head , Eq. (27) reduces to that derived by Eisenberg [1]. 

The mean waiting time is found by differentiating Eq . (27) 
and gives 

(~ + 2vkak + (1 - Vk(>'.k))~) Pk :;y 
Wk = 2 (Vk + ak) + 2(1 - Pk) Sk· (28) 

3. A set of "upper" bounds 

The basic idea for the upper bound is to note that on a sample 
function basis, and for any specific node, if the token-acquisition 
overhead is added to either, every message or the internodal token 
delay, the modified system stochastically overbounds the delays 
in the original system. Since the token-acquisition overheads are 
always added, there is no nodal dependent overhead and the exact 
equations in [2] are applicable. When there are N nodes there are 
evidently 2N possible upper bounds. For N small it is an easy 
matter to explore all of them by computing the exact waiting time 
for each system. The best could be determined, rather arbitrarily, 
by either using the average mean or the intensity weighted mean. 
The intensity weighted mean, is defined 

(29) 

This has the advantage of being independent of the nodal place
ments on the ring and having the simple form, for no nodal de
pendent overhead (see [2]), 

N ( ) 2 N ""2 
Wp = '" Pi 1 - Pi d + u~ + '" _P_i_ ~ (30) 

~ 2p(1 - p) 2d ~ 2(1 - p) Si 

A particular boundary state, /3, is a mix of token-acquisition over
heads appended to data messages at some nodes and to the intern
odal delay at other nodes is feasible if the resultant total traffic 
intensity Pf3 < 1. Evidence, but not proof, for the unimodality of 
wp over /3 was that a greedy algorithm, that started from a feasi
ble boundary state and progressed to the nearest state (one node 
altered) with the greatest reduction in wp always resulted in the 
same optimum, no matter the starting state. 

The me.an waiting time is computed according to the simple 
form first introduced by Eisenberg [I] and is the form obtained 
when Eq. (28) has ak and ~k both o. The intervisit mean is 
computed according to Eq. (18) with the V(>'k) being set to zero 
when the token-acquisition is added to the internodal delay. 

4. A Lower Bound on the Mean Waiting Time 

This section derives lower bound for the mean waiting time, 
given that the no-message, Vj(>'j) are known exactly. The 
system that adds token-acquisition overheads randomly to the 
internodal delay according to this probability, results in a lower 
bound on the mean waiting time for all nodes. This implies that 
the correlation between the tOTen-acquisition overhead and the 
message in the queue leads to worse performance. Similar results 
have been noticed for the even stronger assumption of full nodal 
independence in ring systems, both exhaustive and not (see for 
instance [7, 10, 11]). 

The argument proceeds in several stages. The first is to show 
that the mean intervisit time, suitably interpreted , is identical 
for both systems. The second is to show that the second mo
ment of the intervisit time is lower bounded by the random token
acquisition overhead system. The third is to relate these to the 
mean waiting time, Wk in Eq. (28) and to find the resulting con
ditions on the intervisit moments. 

4.1 Mean Intervisit Relations 

If Vrallk is defined as the intervisit time for the randomly added 
token-acquisition overhead system then the equiva.lent of Eq. (1) 
in terms of the terminal service time may be written as 

N - 1 

vral lk = L fh - i + dk - 1 + arallk 
i = l (31) . 

where vdrallk is implicitly defined and arallk is the token-acquisition 
overhead added with probability (1 - Vk(>'k)) . The intervisit time 
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of ~q . (I8) corresponds to vdrallk. Since the arallk is being added to 
t he internodal travel time, the intervisit tme of the randomly added 
token-acquisition overhead system is just vrallk. From Ferguson 
and Aminetzah 12] or Eq. (18) with a; = 0, it is easy to show, 
with respect to node i, that 

Vralj; = vdrall; + a;(1 - V;p.;)) 

~ ('I-=-P;) (1 + t.ii,(l -V,P,))) (32) 

Comparing Eq. (32) with Eq. (18) shows that vdrall; = v;. Thus 
the intervisit means are identical in the two systems. 

4.2 Relation of intervisit second moments 

From Eq. (31), it is evident that 

;?"ral l; = ~dra l l; + 2a;(I- V; (A;))Vdrall; + ~;(1- V;(A;)) (33) 

Solutions of the randomly added token-acquisition overhead give 
vrall; and ~rall ;. Eq. (32) and (33) allow them to be easily re

lated to ~drall; and vdrall;' In this section it will be shown that 

~ drall; ::; ~;. Since 

N - IN-l N-l 

;?"k+ N = L L 8k+i8k+l + 2dk+N - l L Ok+l + d2k+N+l (34) 
i=1 l = 1 l=l 

where the I:~~l I:~=~ l 8k + i 8k + l satisfy Eq. '(20) . From the def

inition of vdrallk in Eq. (31), it is evident that ~ drallk+ N has the 

same form as ~k+N in Eq . (34) . In addition since I:~~1 Ok+l 
and dk +N _ I are identical , the only difference In them occurs from 
the .first term . Thus it is only necessary to consider the first term . 

It will now be shown that I:~~l I:~=-;. l 8k+i8k+l is smaller 
when the token-acquisition overhead is added randomly than when 
it is not . Not.e that Eq . (20) , deletion of the boxed terms, would 
·be the sO),ltion for the randomly added token-acquisition overhead 
system. Since all of the random variables involved are positive 
and· positively correlat.ed , it is easy to show that the boxed terms 
are all positive . This observation implies that ~ drall; ::; ~; . 

4.3 Relation to mean waiting time 

The mean waiting time, Wk in Eq . (28), depends on the in
ternodal delays and token-acquisition overheads only through the 
ratio 

(~+ 2vkak + ~) 
2(Vk + ak) 

Since ~k ~ ~drall k and Vk = vdrallk, (35) can be written as 

(~ + 2vkak + ~) (~drall k + 2Vdral lkak + a%) 
~--~----~~> ~----,---------~--~ 

2(Vk + ak) - 2(Vdrall k + ak) 

(35) 

(~rall k + 2 (vra ll k - adl - Vk(Ak))) akVk(Ak) + ~Vk(Ak)) 
2 (Vra ll k + ak Vk(Ak)) 

(36) 
The last expression is computable from the solution of the exact 
equations for the intervisit moments of the randomly added token
acquisition overhead. The expression evidently is a lower bound 
on the waiting time when substituted into Eq. (28) for Wk . It 
should be remembered, though, that this bound depends on the 
knowledge of the exact Vk (>.k) . 

5. Approximations 

5.1 A "Lower-Bound" Approximation 

The "lower-bound" approximations are based on the randomly 
added token-acquisition overhead along with an estimate of the no
message, V;(>.;). Since the boxed term in Eq. (2080) is computable 
assuming knowledge of the system parameters and V; (>.;), it is 
added when solving '" no-overhead" exact equations in [2]. The 
boxed term in Eq. (20b) requires a second approximation as it 
involves the correlat ion of 8; and Vk. For very high and very low 
P, this term is approximately O. This is discussed below. 

nn·message Estimation 

The approximation for the no-message probabilities in this 
section tends to be too high , although it is quite accurate for low 
traffic. An (upper) estimate probability of at-Iead-one-meuage 

at node i is (1 - V;(A;)) = 1 - e - ).jVj . Any lower bound on v; 
results in a lower bound on (1 - V; (.>.;)). If the token is seized 
at a node, there is at least one message sent . A lower bound on 
the terminal service time, 8;, designated as 8;, and hence on v; 
determined from these, is 

n. _ {d;-l 17, -
d;-1 + aj - l + S; - 1 

with probability e - ).jVj 

with probability 1 - e-).jVj 
(37) 

Now since the set e - ).j6j are positive, positively correlated random 
variables, 

N 

V;(A;) = e - ).jVj ~ e - ).jdj-l IT e-).j 6 t 

l=1 

l=f;i 
N ____ _ (38) 

::; e - ).jdj-l IT e-)'/6t 

l = 1 

l=f;i 

Note that the second inequality is reversed. This is unfortunate 
and unavoidable. It is what £revents the obtaining of a bound. 
The "upper" approximation Vull; ('>';) for V;(Aj) is obtained by 
replacing the latter by the former in Eq. (3?) and using it to eval-

uate e - >'/6( in Eq . (38) . The result is that VU 1I j ('>';) is found by 
iteratively solving 

N 

VU II;(.>.j) = D(A;) IT (Vu1 1l(Al) + (1 - Vul ll(Al))Al(A;)St{.>.;)) 
l = 1 

l=f;i 
(39) 

The boxed term in Eq. (20b) is evidently positive, and difficult 
to estimate. Numerical work showed that both the convergence 
and the final results were quite sensitive to this approximation. 
Two approximations are reported . The first, or "lower-bound" 
just sets this term to zero, and uses Eq. (39) for the no-message. 

The second approximation starts with a Taylor series expan
sion of the boxed term that gives 

_ N - l 
ak+N '"' -------=----------=--

= -- ~ (8k+; - 8k+;)(8k+i - 8k+.) 
1 - Pk i=l 

+ (third order terms) 

(40) 

The (third order terms) are negative and the first term overesti
mates the effect of the correlation. It is easiest to see the effect of 
this form if the central moment version of Eq. (20b) is written by 
using Eq. (14) for 8k+N and Eq. (40) above, to give 

(8k+; - 8k+;)(8k+N - 8k+N ) 

Pk + >'kak+N N - 1 _____ -=-________ --= __ _ 
= 1 L (8k+; - (h+i }(Ok+i - 0k+') 

- Pk .=1 

+ (third order terms ) 
(41) 

The net effect of the approximation, ignoring the <third order 
terms> is the addition of the '>'kak+N term. As noted above, 
this term overestimates the correlation. In fact numerical work 
showed that this addition, e~en when the no-mes8age probabilities 
are underestimated , results in nonconvergence of the equations. 
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from physical considerations , it is clear that the correlation 
hecomes very small when p is either close to 0 or 1. It is also clear 
t hat. any modification of this term should not involve the second 
moments that are being computed , or another set of iterations will 
he required. The function p(1 - p) has the feature of being 0 at both 
extremes. Numerical studies showed that the replacing of >'kak+N 
by >'k ak+N p( 1 - p) did not cause convergence problems but still 
underestimated the mean waiting time. The actual approximation 
reported below replaces >'kak+N in Eq. (41) by 2>'kak+NP(1- p) . 
There is no really convincing argument for this, but it does give 
reasonable results. 

6. Numerical results and comparisons 

Along with a simulation, the following approximations are 
reported. 

U This is the formulation of Section 3. 

L This is the random/" added token-acquisition overhead with 
the Vj(>'j) approximated by Eq. (39), the boxed term of 
Eq. (2080) added, and the boxed term of Eq. (20b) set to 
zero . 

M This is the randomly added token-acquisition overhead with 
the Vjpj) approximated by Eq. (39), the boxed term of 
Eq . (2080) added , and the boxed term of Eq. (20b) approx
imated as reported in the previous section . 

The me~n waiting times are reported in Figs . 2-6. The fol
lowing assumptions are made for the numerical results . 

There are 20 nodes. 

The arrival processes are Poisson. Three arrival patterns 
are reported - symmetric ; single node with 50% ~f traffic 
and remainder symmetric : single node with 90% of traffic 
and remainder symmetric. 

The message consists of a fixed length header of 0.5 and an 
exponential body of 1.0. Although only the mean and vari
ance of the messages are important for the "no-overhead" 
equations, the exact form of the message distribution is 
used in Eq. (39) . This is realistically high . 

The total delay is 0.1, 10.0. The variance of the delay is 
zero. This means that the inter-node delay is 0.005 , and 
0.5. A delay of 1.0 has accuracies and performance about 
midway between the two extremes. Note that this is two 
orders of magnitude! 

The token-acquisition overhead is 0.5, the same as the header 
size, and constant. 

• The results are reported for the big node with the most 
traffic and the small nodes. The reason for collapsing the 
other nodes is that the mean waiting times are quite close, 
typically varying by only a few percent at most, and this 
allows for greater statistical accuracy for the simulations. 

• The simulations consisted of either 200,000 served messages 
or 400,000 cycles, whichever came first. Observation of the 
means as a function of the cycle times indicated that these 
values had most likely converged. 

The parameters were chosen to cover a reasonably wide range 
of values and, hopefully, extremes. It should be remembered that 
the equations used are exact when there is no token-acquisition 
overhead . 

A sampling of results is reported in Figures 2-4. The mean 
waiting time prediction is quite accurate for low traffic , or large 
non-queue dependent walking times. Interestingly, the predic
tions appear to be more accurate with nonhomogeneous traffic 
rather than homogeneous. When a homogeneous ring goes into 
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momentary saturation, due to statistical fluctuations of the input 
traffic, all the nodes tend to be busy simultaneously. 

The general conclusions are as follows: 

Ring systems are very sensitive to the correlation of nodal 
terminal service time. The equations here capture the non
queue dependent form exactly and lead to much more accu
rate results in the case of token-acquisition overhead . (see 
Ferguson and Aminetzah, [2] for more details). When the 
token-acquisition overhead is present, it represents a signif
icant amount of time, and is noticed by other nodes when it 
happens. This in turn causes more token-acquisition over-
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heads . 

o For internodal and token-acquisition overheads of roughly 
the same magnitude Cd = 10)' the U and L are quite tight 
and M is within a few percent of the simulated values . For 
internodal delays .01 of the token-acquisition overhead , the 
bounds are looser but the M approximation is within about 
15% for p < .5 rising to about 25% for p = .8. 

c The upper bound U is nonconvex , due to t he changing of 
th e op t imum mix of adding t he overhead to a message or a 
walking t ime. This is indeed a bound and can be used for 
worst case analyses. In fact t.he convex hull of the results is 
probably, but not provably, a bound . U has the advantage 
of depending on only second order statistics . The accuracy 
of U depends upon the traffic patterns total traffic p. It 
can be within a few percent for p < 0.3. However, as the 
figures show, it can also be unduly pessimistic. However, 
for very high traffic levels , the true behaviour approaches 
this bound . 

o The "lower bound" L , appears in most cases to be an ac
tual lower bound . The inaccuracies in this bound are due 
to both the underestimate of the no-message probabilities 
and the dropping of the correlation term. Of the two, the 
correlation appears to be the most important. For exam
ple , in the symmetric case, with d = .1, the no-message 
probabilities are negligibly different than the simulation re
sults up to about p = .8 , yet the lower bound is out by 
about a factor of 2 at p = .8. At p = .9 the difference be-

. tween the no-message probabilities is 27% but the change 
in the mean waiting time is only from 23.6 to 30.9 (the 
simulation value is 52.1) . This suggests that the correla
tion is more important than an accurate estimate of the 
no-message probabilities. 

The M approximation tends to underestimate the mean 
delay for low and high p and overestimate it for medium p. 

However , in general it is within about 15% of the simulated 
value . for all p < .5 and ranges in error from a few percent 
to about 15% for p < .9 and d = 10. 

o M is actually slightly higher than the U in Fig. 6 for some 
p. However, both are within a few per cent of the simu-

lated results. However , it does show t.hat this approxima
tion sometimes overestimates 

7. Conclusions and Open Problems 

Although there are exact results available for the exhaus
tive and gated rings when the token overhead is independent of 
the existence of messages in the nodes , the addition of token
acquisition overhead considerably complicates the problem. The 
results here are quite robust and reasonably accurate, given the 
probable knowledge of traffic patterns. Extensions of these results 
to gated rings are straightforward and the accuracies are expected 
to be similar. Extensions to nonexhaustive rings are more difficult. 

The accuracy of the approximation could be improved. To be 
consistent , this must be done without having to solve for higher 
moments. It will probably take some comparison with simulation 
to determine the optimum forms . 
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